In this paper, we introduce set lc smg −
Introduction
According to Bourbaki [2] , a subset of a topological space X is locally closed if it is the intersection of an open set and a closed set. The notion of locally closed sets in a topological space was introduced by Bourbaki [2] . By using the concept of a locally closed
Preliminaries
We recall the following definitions which are prerequisite for this paper. Proof: There exists a strongly mg-open set P and a strongly mg-closed set Q such that
A ∩ B is strongly minimal generalized locally closed in X. Definition 3.10: A subset S of a minimal space X is called strongly minimal glc*-set (or S ∈ S*MGLC*(X,τ) ) if S=P ∩ Q where P is smg-open and Q is X m -closed in X. S*MGLC*(X) denotes the class of all strongly minimal glc* sets in X. Definition 3.11: A subset S of a minimal space X is called strongly minimal glc**-set if S=P ∩ Q where P is X m -open and Q is smg -closed in X. S*MGLC**(X) denotes the class of all strongly minimal glc** sets in X. Proposition 3.12: Let S be a subset of (X, X m ).
(i) If S is X m -locally closed, then S∈S*MGLC*(X, X m ) and S∈S*MGLC**(X, X m ) but the converse need not be true.
(ii) If S∈S*MGLC*(X, X m ) or S∈S*MGLC**(X, X m ), then S is minimal generalized locally closed set. Proof: The proof follows from the definitions 3.10 and 3.11. The converse of (i) need not be true as it can be seen from the following example. Example 3.13:Let X={a, b, c} with X m ={ φ , X,{b},{a, c}} then MLC(X, X m )={ φ , X,{b},{a, c}} and S*MGLC*(X, X m ) =S*MGLC**(X, X m )=MGLC(X, X m )=P(X) Theorem 3.14:If A is strongly minimal glc*-set in X and B is strongly mg open (or closed) then A∩B is strongly minimal glc*-set in X. Proof: Since A is strongly minimal glc* set, there exist a smg -open set P and a X m -closed set Q such that A=P ∩ Q.Now, 
is closed , A ∩ B is strongly minimal glc*. 
S*MGLC-continuous fuctions and S*MGLC-irresolute functions
In this section, we introduce a new class of mappings called MLC-continuous ,MLCirresolute,S*MGLC-continuous, S*MGLC irresolute, S*MGLC*-continuous, S*MGLC*-irresolute, S*MGLC**-continuous, S*MGLC**-irresolute and also we studied some of its properties. Definition 4.1:A function f: X→Y is called 
).Then X-U is smg-closed and X-U = ( ) S S cl m X − − holds.
Smg-Locally Closed sets in Biminimal Spaces
In this section, we introduce new sets called ( )
-smg -lc **set and also we studied some of its properties.
Definition 5.1:
A subset A of a biminimal space ( )
where G is i msmg-open set and F is j m -smg-closed set in X.
where G is (c) ( ) j i, -smg-locally closed** set(briefly ( )
where G is 
